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SIMPLIFIED THEORY APPLIED TO AUTOMATIC COmPRESSOR ~AL~ES. 
Dr. Arthur ~. Seligman,Professor Emer!tus 
Engineering Department,Gannon College,Erla,Pa. 
1.1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE PAPER. 
The most important parts of any reciprocat-
ing machine, which require ~he gra~test 
skill in design,are the dev1ces wh1ch con-
trol the inlet and outlet of the working 
fluid we will treat here one group thereof, 
namely the most frequent types of automatic 
valves for gas compressors; not included are 
valves for liquid pumps or positively actu-
ated valves, such as the poppet valve~ of 
internal c~mbustion engines or the sl1de 
valves of steam engines, although these lat-
ter are used on some comprassors,particular-
ly vacuum pumps. 
Great effort has been spent on the construc-
tion design, and computation of these valves 
neve~theless much confusion still seems to 
prevail, leading to misunderstandings be-
tween valve designer, compressor manufactu-
rer and operator. 
Some prior publications [1 ,2] go to great 
lengths to determine the exac~ motio~ of_the 
valve during opening and closlng, wh7ch ln 
my opinion is not worth the troubl~ ln the 
first place, and secondly they arrlve at 
equations much too unwieldy for p~actical_ 
use - even with computer aid-. Thls compll-
cated, though admittedly basic, appro~ch . 
and its display of high brow mathematlc~ lS 
the less justified as none of the equatlon~ 
could be arrived at witho~several simplifl-
cations, such as infinitely long connecting 
rod zero clearance, exactly adiabatic pro-
cas~, constant discharge coefficient, and 
the stipulation that the smallest passage 
area is through the lift; all of which are 
not correct, some of them, indeed, vary far 
from the truth, and the last one, of course, 
is aimed at by every designer, but often un-
attainable. By the way, some of the profound 
conclusions from these painstaking labors 
are either plainly obvious or, worse yet, 
misleading one of the regrettable side ef-
fects of t~e modern trend towards "engineer-
ing science" with its mathematical fireworks 
as opposed to "engineering" with its eye on 
the hardware. E.g. it was brought out tha~ 
the most important parameter in valve deslgn 
is a coefficient "const"S"Ap"N/A ",with the 
constant depending on the gas properties ; 
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this boils down to the unsurprising state-
ment that the flow velocity through the 
valva is the determining factor. Or it 
was stated that, all other things being 
equal, the volumetric efficiency improves 
with increasing area of the intake valve; 
now, increasing the vale and keep every-
thing else constant would be an extremely 
nice trick, if one could do it; alas, it 
is one of the basic facts in the valve de-
signer's life that one has to pay for in-
creased area by increased clearance space 
and its devastating effect on volumetric 
efficiency. 
1.2. GENERAL APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM. 
We proceed to determine the characterist-
ics of each valve ( most of them not di-
mensionless numbers), regardless or-the 
compressor, in which it may be installed, 
and regardless of the fluid, for which it 
may be used; then we determine what pro-
perties are required for a particular ap-
plication, and match them up. Very often 
valves are nowadays not manufactured by 
the compressor builder, but by companies 
specialized in this field, and it is ob-
viously desirable to use the same type of 
valve, no matter by whom built, in many 
different compressors, for different pres-
sures, different gases, and perhaps diffe-
rent speeds; often it is also desired to 
turn a valve around and use it either for 
intake or discharge. Where the wse of sev-
eral sizes is unavoidable , it will be ad-
vantageous to use the same components,such 
as plates or springs, in various combina-
tions.E.G. the biggest valve of a series 
may have four nested ring plates, the next 
smaller size uses only the three inner 
ones, and so on; variation of specific 
load may be obtained by applying the same 
spring to plates of different sizes etc. 
Sticking to standard pitch circles not on-
ly reduces the number of jigs and fixtures, 
but also simplifies the design work, be~ 
cause we need the data for each component 
separately anyhow, before we ~ombine·themj 
thus, we need only keep our records reas-
onably organized, and can then easily se-
lect the suitable combinations. Special 
design for unusual cases is vary seldom ne-
cessary, and in the overwhelming majority 
of cases standardized - even ~off-the-
shelf~ valves are not only economically 
desirable, but can be used without loss of 
efficiency. 
Let me now demonstrate that the proposed 
sim~lifications are permissible and justi-
fied. 
2. GAS VELOCITY THROUGH THE VALVE • 
The most important consideration is the 
pressure drop through the open valve 
vl. • fO 
~29) D 0 "' 2•g•"z:;'! • 144·36oo 
The gas density at the intake can almost al-
ways be calculated by the perfect gas law 
PI • ,U 
\ 2 B)fi"' 1LJ.72 ·r
1 and at the discharge by 
l2 Ba) f 0 "'fi • z;-i? 
For very high pressures or vapors, of cour-
se, consult the usual tables. 
v is the velocity through the narrowest ar-
ea, also called "effective area 11 • An old 
rule of thumb was that it should not exceed 
6000 fpm, but in modern high-speed compres-
sors this limit cannot be observed any more, 
and twice as much, or even more,must often 
be put up with. I shall in the following 
use the "mean" velocity, defined by 
(1) v"' 1(j4 "D "S"N"1/A"1/12 ""288"1</A 
which is in othPer words the velocity that 
would prevail, if the flow were constant 
over the entire stroke. Actually the flow 
depends, among others, on the momentary pi-
ston speed, which varies between a maximum 
and zero. A kinematic analysis - which can 
for lack of space not be reproduced here-
shows that the error through basing our com-
putation on the mean piston speed 
(2) c "' 5 • N I 6 
is apermissible for our purposes. Also 
the area varies from zero to the full open-
ing A.However, in a well designed valve the 
time consumed in the opening and closing 
motions should only be small in proportion 
to the entire open-time. We are interested 
in the pressure drop only to compute the 
extra power necessary to overcome it, the 
shaded area in Fig.1. For this purpose it 
is completely satisfactory to know the av-
erage drop /\,and there is no need to waste 
time and effOrt in painstakingly investigat· 
ing the law of motion, which after all on-
.lY determines the shape of the little 
~humps~ in the diagram, and which also de-
pends on parameters outside the valve,ab-
out which we can only make educated guesses 
For the flow coefficient 't; we assume for a 
starter a constant value of 0.575; this is 
only a rather rough approximation, but not 
too far from the truth.We arrive, thus,at 
(2 ga) 6o = (33'oo ~z.. 
Without any calcufaifon we know that we 
want to keep the velocity as low as possi-
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bla; thus, we strive to pack as much pass-
age area into a given port hole as we can 
without incurring some other disadvantage, 
such as excessive clearance volume or high 
cost. We want the pressure differenca,to 
open the valve and to keep it open)as low 
as possible, and on the other hand the 
spring load high enough to produce a rapid 
closing motion. As in all engineering prob-
lems these contradicting demands must be 
compromised. In establishing performance 
limits we must rely on comparisons with 
other valves or other operating conditions, 
and the errors caused by our simplifica-
tions will be essentially alike in almost 
all practical cases, so our comparison re-
mains valid. 
3. LOCATION OF THE VALVES. 
The valves may be installedeither ~aJ in 
the c~linder barrel, or \b) in the head, 
or ~c) intake valves in the piston. ~a) 
usually results in larger clearance, lb) 
limits the space available,particularly 
on the crank end of double-acting machines, 
an~ requires removal of pip~~ines for re-
pairs, {c) makes large area available with 
small clearance, lets the inertia assist 
the valve motion and permits uni-directio-
nal flow, reducing the irreversible heat 
exchange, but requires pressurizing the 
crank case, may cause oil carry-over and 
porhibits installation of automatic con-
trol devices in the intake valves. 
4, TYPES OF VALVES. 
We consider first valves with rigid seal-
ing elements and separate springs, as dis-
tinguished from those with flexible seals. 
The ~plates" of the first group move gen-
erally at 90° to the seat, whereas the 
"blades" of the second group turn, in part 
or in whole, relative to the seat. 
The prototype and most frequent construc-
tion of the first group are circular rinq 
plate' valves with separate helical springs, 
which we shall treat first; however,for 
such variations as straight plates and/or 
leaf springs (Ingersoll-Rand's Channel val-
ve, Sullivan's Cushion Valve) or slotted 
plates with elastic guides l~ogler,Hoerbi­
gar), or even old fashioned poppet valves, 
or rectangular valves lwhich can be, and 
have been built) most of our results re-
main valid, or the required modifications 
will be obvious. 
The second group of valves comprises tho-
se constructions where the lid itself is 
flexible and provides its own elastic for-
ce, the so-called reed valves, where the 
strips are fastened to the seat on one end 
(Bury) or the so-called Feather Valves 
lWorthington), which have losely installed 
bending strips. 
5. RIGID SEALING ELEMENTS~ 
The two characteristic positions are,clos-
ed, when the plate is in contact with the 
seat, and fully open,when the plate is far-
thast away. In almost all modern valvss th~ 
ttavel of the plate, called "lift" is limit-
ed by the "guard" ~also called "cap" or 
"stop"); trave 1 over lass th~n full mechan~­
cally possible lift is undesl.rable • .Lile_ a1m 
to let the plate reach the full lift reason-
ably fast, stay there practical!? during 
the entire oren-time an? returnast to the 
closing posi ion. Pasit1on and mat~on are 
determined by the gas pressure,sprl.ng and 
inertia forces acting on the plata. All 
springs acting on one plate, or a praparti-
onal,.Parj;, if one spring serves several pla 
tes L 3 j must, of course, be considered. 
The area subject to the pressure difference 
on the open or closed valve_ is,see Fig.2, 
\.24) A
0
= '17'"D"d ; (25) Ac= 'il"D" (Bc•BA)/2 
The closed plate is subject to the full eta 
tic pressure difference, and will begin to 
open as soon as this overcomes the spring 
load; on the other hand, to hold the valve 
open the dynamic pressure drop, created by, 
and necessary for, the flow through the 
lift must exceed the spring load, thus 
(2 6) 6c~Pc/Ac and 1 27) 1 ' "2. P /A 
\ ~0 -- 0 0 
~ is easily determined from the geometry 
c and~ can be found from Eq.l29J. Now 
always,P 0>P and A /A, but the ratios o c a _ c 
p /P and A /A determine whether /\ or6c 0 c 0 c ~ 
is greater. 6 should be made)>fj.
0 
to keep 
the valve sscucrel~open, however valves 
with opposite hava given satisfactory serv-
ice. A high ratio P /P =P-, assuring that 
/\ I 6 <..1, .. is also 8es~rab le for consider-
atcion0 of spring stress; unfortunately for 
given P and maximum stress this can only 
be achi~ved by a great number of turns,re-
quiring deep grooves and leading to large 
clearance on the intake valves; so, again 
we must compromise. 
Upening motion:~e need not worry, opening 
will be quick enough in all practical cases, 
because then the piston moves rather fast, 
on the closed or slightly open valve pres-
sure will build up and more and more farce 
becomes available for plate acceleration. 
A slower than desired opening would only in 
crease somewhat the "hump" in the diagram. 
On the other hand,high velocity means heavy 
impact on the guard; we can soften the blow 
by heavy springs, but Eq.(27) imposes ali-
mit on the permissible spring force, and 
all we can do, is make the springs as heavy 
as this condition allows. 
Closing motion: Ideally we want the valvae, 
intake, as well as discharde,to close when 
the piston arrives at the ead center. Be-
fore this the piston moves slowly, the flow 
and, thus, the pressure drop are reduced, 
but if the valve were still open after the 
piston reverses, back flow would set in;al-
though this would tend to close the valve, 
it would also tend to equalize the pressure 
and~o the valve would act rather sluggish 
and allow quite a bit of back flow with its 
dreadful effect on volumetric efficiency. 
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Anyway, we do nat want to wait for this 
back flow, but want to close the valve be-
fore it develops, which means it must close 
by the spring force alone within a very 
short time; if it gats a little help from 
the pressure, sa much the batter. we do not 
care for the law of motion, but simply want 
to limit the time of travel through the en-
tire lift. 
The acceleration of each plate is,of course, 
simply the spring force divided by the ac-
celerated mass 
(30) a == P"g/Wb 
It is most prac tical to express the spring 
forces in "g"s, viz. 
(31) J'~ P/Wb 
W is the "combined weight" of the plate 
i~self plus all parts that are accelerated 
with it, and exactly enough the weight of 
the plate(s) plus one third of the weight 
of the spring~s). Acceleration by gravity 
~in vertically installed valves) may be 
neglected, except in springless valves.(4J 
Far the selection of springs the closing 
time is of prime importancw.At the beginn-
ing of the plosing motion we have 
(31a) cf'= P
0
/Wb and (30a) a
0 
= g·,r 
If the acceleration were constant over the 
entire lift the time for the closing under 
the influence of the spring(s) alone is 
(32) t = 1000" V2L/(12a) = V5200 "L~JP ms c 0 7 
The impact velocity, with which the plate 
hits the seat becomes 
(33) I =: 60" V2"L"a
0
/12 "'V19300"L d ft/min 
The angle through which the crank moves 
during the time of closing is 
(34).X 0 = t · N / 156.7 
Subst cit c uting from Eq.(32) we get the 
simple and most useful relation 
(35) .:X0 :: Vlfr . N/2. 31 
We can,cthus, ~tipulate either directly the 
angle,through which we will allow the crank 
to move during the closing time, or find it 
on one of the well known tables from a sti-
pulated piston position. 
Actually the acceleration decreases as the 
spring extends and its force diminishes,but 
the error is negligible; proof omitted for 
lack of space. 
Valve Characteristics: The fallowing parame-
ters should be computed as yardsticks for 
the quality of design and guides for future 
estimations: Areas through seat,guard,and 
lift A5 ,AG,AL and effective area, which is the smalles~af the three and ought 
to be =: AL' clearance spaces in seat (dis-
charge) and guard (intake) z5 and Zr., closing time t , impact veloci ty I, ~ op-
ening and holdcing pressures 6 and ~ , 
acceleration and spring stressc and 0 the 
following indicators of efficiency: area 
efficiency~-~ A/A (0.25 about ave4age, 
0.30 about fops),c~earance factors tG and 
~ 5 == ZG/A and z5;A (expect ~G from a:bt.1" to 2", low values for Slow speed and 
low pressures, i.e. high lift and weak 
springs,allowing shallow grooves, expect ~S 
from 5/811 to 1-3/4" ,lower values for slow 
speed and small pressure differences,high-
er values for high pressures, _requiring 
thick seats for strength), }""'( for air at 
atmospheric intake abt. 7 to 15 , for dis-
charge~ high spend and/or heavy gases 40,up 
to 12_0J; Impact .,velocity ZOO to 300 accept-
able for steel;$'should be over 0.6 for 
fatigue. 
requen y va ves ave o e des1gne o 
fit into existing port-holes; in all probab 
ility they will be smaller than the valve 
designer likes, but he has no choice than 
to make the best of it,unless he foresees 
too much trouble and refuses the job. Ex-
cept for the first step the procedure is 
the same as described in the following. 
Desi n for a new com ressor: To get things 
star ed we irs assume a mean gas velocity 
of 6000 fpm; then the total effective area 
"per corner" (valves per corner are the 
number j of valves of the same kind on each 
working end of each cylinder) must be 
· 7(·o2. ·s ·z·N o 2 ·s·N 
(1c) A "' P "' ......._p=""'=--4 • 6000 "12 46000 
Assuming an obtainablelJ we find number and 
size of the desired port-holes; if they can 
not be accomodated, we must compromise. The 
port-hole diameter limits the diameter of 
the outermost ring plate, from which we go 
towards the center, laying out the inner 
rings. Here the first difficulty arises:be-
cause the travel through the lift must be 
completed very fast and on the other hand 
the acceleration is limited (too heavy 
springs would cause too much pressure loss) 
the lift is limited; obviously the less ti-
me we have, the lower the lift must be.The 
best utilization of our resources is to ma-
k€ all passage areas AS,AGand AL alike,this 
means 8 "'8 = 2"L ~Fig 2) Now it is very 
diffi s Q cult, almost impossibl~ to ma-
ke slots in the seat narrower than 3/16 11 , 
thus we would like a minimum lift of 3/32"; 
furthermore a certain overhang BE (abt. 
0.013 to 0.020) and contact B8 (0.050 
to 0.090) are required for a reliable seal 
Consequently, if we reduce the lift, we can 
not narrow down all the B's below a certain 
minimum, in order to accomodats more rings, 
or in other words with low lift our area 
efficiency 'Z decreases. This is the main di-
lemma,b~tween the horns of which the valve 
designer is caught, viz. for a compressor 
.with given bore and stroke we ought to pro-
vide more valve area the faster it runs, 
but actually we must reduce the lift and 
have less and less available.f~evertheless, 
whether the valve designer likes it or .not, 
the trend is towards higher and higheqspeed 
for obvious recsons of reducing weight, 
space and cost of the machines. 
Strength:The thickness of plates and seat 
is determined. by strength, that of the 
guard by the depth of the spring grooves. 
Details must be omitted here, suffice it to 
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say that in most cases deflection is deter-
mining rather than ultimate strength. E.g. 
if the admissible fatzsus stress of the ma-
terial C5'< 1000 • 'V max , the plats need 
only be calculated for bendin~ stress,oth-
erwise (i.e. for low pressure)for deflec-
tion. If the ratio of the height of the 
ribs of the seat to the slot width H ;a 
>2 the ribs may be considered con-S 5 
strained beams, if the ratio<:::1, they must 
be considered freely sup~orted at the ends. 
In order to get shallow grooves rectangul-
ar spring wire is preferable• if the sides 
of the wire cross-section ha~e a ratio 
m"'b/h, wherein b is always the greater re-
gardless of the orientation relative to 
the spring axis, we can introduce an 11 equi-
val~nt diameter for spring constant" 
P1; d* = b • 1. 3 I ifV m + m :>. 
and an"equivalent diameter for stress" 
l 7 4) d'0 = b • 1 • 04 I 3 V m "].. 
and then use one of the convenient special 
slide rules available for round wire [5]. 
Clearance. Refer to Fig.3.The clearance 
spac~ attributable to the valves consists 
of 1) Zv_the gas_filled volume within the 
valve 1tself ~1n the guard for intak&, 
seat for discharge), which can be found by 
elementary geometry, a tedious job, but 
simple and easy to computerize; 2) the 
valve must be set back in the port-hole by 
a small safety margin 11 00 11 of abt. 0.060 to 
O.U20",creating a clearance Z = M"A ; 3) 
if installed in the cylinder ~arrel,Hthe 
intersection of porj:.-hole and cylinder "c" 
Zx = D~ /(ZO"Dp) [6J; 4) if the cylinder 
head over- laps the port-hole, access 
may have to be provided by a_ throat "b", 
DH Dp 1i' 2- 'f' 
l49) A* "' 2 • (Y ry:)- 4 • Dp • "!55 , with 
(49a) Y = Dp - !/ D~ -~; / 4 
t49b) "f = 2"arsin(DH/Dp) 
If A*:>AG"e/DH for intake, no throat is 
necessar y, otherwise the wedge-shaped 
volume can be estimated as 
l50) ZT~(AG"e/DH- A*) • e/3 
For discharge replace AG by AS. The rela-
tive clearance 
~51d) zt "'Zv/(Ap"S) 
should in a well designed valve be kept 
at abt. 0.05 for slow compressors,while 
for fast ones 0.10 may be necessary, and 
for very fast ones 0.15 may have to be put 
up with. 
A more systematic approach, eliminating 
most of the trial and error has been work-
ed out, but cannot be presented here for 
lack of space. Also the special case of 
valves installed in the piston and subject 
to inertia must be omitted. 
5.FLEXIBLE SEALING ELEMENTS,END CONSTRAINED 
The sealing element of a Reed Valve,Fig.4, 
is a strip,most often steel, clamped tight 
to the seat on one end,bending away on the 
other under the influence of pressure,thus providing a wedge-shaped passage way.Most often the blades are rectangular and flat in the free,unstressed condition, held in the sealing position only by the excess of pressure on the side away from the seat, ~or simplicity called "top side"}·The elas-tic force is zero in this position and the slightest force from the underside will be-gin to open the valve, or 
l82) P "' 0 and 6 : 0 The c blade is deflcected by an equally distributed load, see Fig 4. 
ls3 ) P "' 6 · a • r From the equation of the elastic line of a cantilever beam we obtain 3 (85) L "' (P"F~)/(8"E"J),with J = B"H /12 (ssa) L = (~·s·Flf )/(8"E"J) 
(BSbJ L = ( 3"[:::,: Fif-)/ (2"E"H3 ) ay integrating we find the wedge-shaped passage area on one side (87) A* = 0.4 · F • L , or the total area (88) A= 2"A*- + a5 ·L = F"L"lD.B+Bs/F) ==A"F • L 
l\.~0.85 in most cases. If the point of con-straint does not coincide with the end of the slot,small corrections may be taken from a table, which space does not allow to reproduce here. 
For a blade, free to deflect)the bending moment is at the fully op1n valve t93)1l1 ==P "F/2 = L"B"H~"EI{3"F2) 2. with 0 0 a section modulus of B"H /6 l94) fJ , "' r:J' "' 3. ~ • F 2. /H 2. o max o ~ For the closed blade with a modulus F"H~/6 l97) IYJ = 6. 8 2. • F I 8 
Usuall1 the stress on the open valve is the greater. Where construction limits the lift to a lower value, we do not fully utilize our material, and have to use the actual lift and stress in our equations, rather than the permissible maxima. Combining (as), (1b) and (29) wa obtain (gg) D = K'l."f.'. /(400"F>:.L2. •ft·'t,l-) . equat- 0 ing this with the value from (85b) 
(1oo) L '03VK:>.. f · F2 /(6 44 w\f_&,·~z.. E) Substituting L from ~85b~ into (gg) we get 
(101) 6.
0
= 0.104 ·H'"· 3lf Kz·p·E'-!(ff·~i, Ff0) 
For instance for the intake valves of an air compressor with;1 =0, 85, '2; =0.575f=0,078 and E(steel) = 29.5 '10~ we get 3 L = 3Vr<2.·r 2 /\21::l90"HJ, 6 =675D"Hl-.~O Sometimes the "dynamic 0 pressure height'1 is convenient for com~tation,viz. :72. l99aJ q = 144"6 /p = 0.6"K/( F"L:f\.·~b The bending momeRt tha restores the blade to its unstressed shape is proportional to the deflection, which is the necessary and sufficient condition for harmonic motion \the blade will not vibrate in a higher mo-de, as parts cannot swing below the nnutral line,viz,the valve seat}. We can ,thus,use Raylai~h's method to compute the closing timej7j, with followin~ results 
(109F tc = 78' Vw/E ·r /H 
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' 0 
(110}~= t "N/167 =.fl-467" N"Fz. Vw/[ /H For c steel vw;E ~10-11-
Note that :q.(109) does not contain the lift, the closing time does not depend on it, in analogy to a swinging mass (pendu-lum),whose period is independent of the amplitude. 
6.0THER FLEXIBLE SEALS, 
Many different variations have been used and almost infinitely many more can be thought of. For all we can establish one relation between the opening A and the load P created by the pressure drop 6. using the laws of elasticity;and a second rela-tion through the laws of fluid flo~; in ad-dition these two equations contain only the valve dimensions, physical constants of the fluid and the material, and the required flow, and they can,thus,be solved for the unknown quantities. 
In the first place, the blades can be made trapezoidal and be constrained either on the wide or the narrow end. Theoretically, although at excessive manufacturing cost, the thickness could be varied, e.g, to form a beam of uniform stress. An analysis, that cannot be presented here, shows that our equations remain valid with different nu-merical constants. 
Also the point of .::on straint can be removed from the end of the slot, and the blade be so formed as to have an initial tension. The Gutermuth Flap, Fig. S,goes to the ex-treme, so to speak-~" 1/Je find (114) 6._ .:T"E"H::)/(6·~ "f) 
wherein °£ is the developed length from the point of constPaint to point c.~can bn found by solving an equation of the third degree, and then the other parameters Analysis of the so-called "Feather Valve" (1/Jorthi~gton) with its freely supported blades ,shows that our equations can be used wit~ changesonl¥ of the numerical fac-tors, e.g. in Eq. (85) 8 is to be replaced by 76.8 and 3/2 in Eq.(85b) by 5/32. 
7,MULTI-ELEMENT VALVES. 
If a ring plate valve contains several rings, try to make the t 's alike, that is with equal lift (as pracctically always the case)chosa the springs for equal~,rather than for equal L1
0
• 
With blades of different length in one val-ve( e.g. to better fill out circular space) we proceed in principle as before, but have to re-write our equations in terms of area rather than lift, r;..g. ·2. (99a) b,.
0
=K 2• p · ~oo· (A1 'zj'1 +A 2.~2 + •••• ) J 8, COI~CLUSIUI\1. 
I have tried to establish yardsticks for performance. Other factors influencing the choice -tr<'dition,existing tooling, s·ales-manship,a~d predilection for one's own brainchild - are beyond the scope of this paper. 
9. SYMt30LS. 
A Area lsee Note) 
d .IJidth II 11 
C ,:Iiston Speed 
D Jiametsr (see Not8) 
~ modulus of Elsticity 
F Length of R8ed 
rl Thickness of Plats ldlade) 
I Impact Velocity 
K Swe3t Volume per Jalve unit 
L Length \see Note; 












inch 111 ,1argin 
N Spaed 
P Load 






l Clearance Volume 
X _'eveloped Length 
a 1\cceleration 
b ~idth of Spring Jire 
d liameter of Spring ~ire 
g .:;ravity Constant,:. 32.2 
h Height of Spring ~ire 










m Shape Ratio of Rectangular ~ire -
n Polytropic Exponent 
p Pressure psi 
q Dynamic Pressure Height, ft of fluid 
t Time ms 
v ::;as Jelocity \See Note) 
w Density of Solid ~~aterial 
z ~elative Clearance 
fpm 
lbs/cu.in 
r:t • .'~ Crank Angle 
;~ Acceleration Factor 
'& Pressure Ratio · 





E Density of Fluid 
()Stress 
Z: Angle of' Twist 
'f :entral Angle 
£::::. Di ff1nence ~see :~ate 1 
~ Area ~oefficient 
,P Spring r\atio 
Subscri?ts 
a average o combined 







i inner,initial a open, outer 
J discharge overhang 
:; guard N ~art-hole 
I intake L lift 
rn margin p piston 
.:) gap l~ote 5 seat, slot 
without subscript symbols mean the following 
L Valve Lift A Effective Area 
v Highest Gas Velocity D Pitch Diameter 
8 width and W Weight of Plate or Blade 
~ without qualifier ~ Pressure Drop 
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Feather Valve 
Fig 1. Indicator Diagram. 
Blt=-=-~~ ~·1-
H I 
Fig. 4. ~eed Jalve 
Fig.S. 
Gutermuth Flap 
Fig.2 • 
.,lwo-~ing Valve 
Fig. 3. 
Installation 
in Cylinder 
Barre 1. 
